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Why the world’s top international
schools choose Hodder Education

Expert
We have been publishing for International 
qualifications for over 20 years – giving 
us a wealth of experience that we transfer 
into our range of services.

Comprehensive
In this catalogue you will find 
over 100 resources across the 
the IB continuum including 
the only series developed 
with the IB for MYP 4 and 5.

Quality
Our resources are widely used by the world’s top international schools 
where 90% or more of their students achieve the top grades.

Supportive
Last year we supplied IB schools across 
every IB region via our global network 
of representatives who understand local 
concerns and issues. 

Global
Our resources are written by 
expert educators from around 
the world and provide the range 
of examples and cultural insight 
required of an IB education.

To find out more about how we support iB schools visit

www.hoddereducation.com/IB
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pYp springboard

series editor: simon Davidson
Implement the PYP and give students the full breadth of high quality inquiry learning with this  
non-prescriptive, flexible support.

Inquiry Boxes
There are 18 inquiry boxes to choose from, with 6 units per age band that cover each 
transdisciplinary theme. each inquiry box includes age-appropriate fiction, non-fiction and a 
Teacher’s manual, which offers guidance and practical suggestions on how to deliver the unit  
of inquiry.

•	Link	to	the	transdisciplinary	themes	and	skills,	key	concepts	and	PYP	attitudes

•	Provoke	meaningful	discussion	and	inquiry

•	 Develop ideas for formative and summative assessment

There are 10–15 books in each box that are linked to the relevant unit. These help students to 
practise their research skills and encourage them to explore their own lines of inquiry. The books are 
designed to accommodate the reading abilities of all your students. 

You can see the book selection for each box at www.hoddereducation.com/PYP

Teacher’s Manuals 
The Teacher’s manuals are also available to purchase separately. These give you guidance and 
practical suggestions on how to deliver the unit of inquiry. each manual includes links to the 
appropriate transdisciplinary themes and skills, key concepts, pYp attitudes and learner profile to 
save you valuable preparation time

Age Range

3 - 6 6 - 9 9 - 12
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Who we are Food ourselves Beliefs

Where we are in 
place and time

Friends and 
Relationships

The solar  
system

maps and  
exploration

How we express 
ourselves

i like Books authors and stories
art and  

expression

How the world 
works

shadows  
and light

matter and  
changes

simple  
machines

How we organize 
ourselves

signs and  
symbols

our school and 
community

The World  
of Work

Sharing the planet
What is  
Waste?

Recycling  
our World

Resources supply  
and Demand
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pYp springboard

Ages 3-6 Inquiry Boxes

Food   9781444147421  £165.00

Friends and Relationships   9781444147391  £165.00

i like Books   9781444147438  £165.00

shadows and light   9781444147353  £165.00

signs and symbols  9781444147476  £165.00

What is Waste?   9781444147339  £165.00

Ages 6-9 Inquiry Boxes

ourselves   9781444147469  £165.00

The solar system   9781444147490  £165.00

authors and stories  9781444147377  £165.00

matter and changes   9781444147452  £165.00

our school and community   9781444147407  £165.00

Recycling our World   9781444147346  £165.00

Ages 9-12 Inquiry Boxes

Beliefs   9781444147384  £165.00

maps and exploration   9781444147445  £165.00

art and expression   9781444147322  £165.00

simple machines   9781444147360  £165.00

The World of Work   9781444147483  £165.00

Resources supply and Demand  9781444147414  £165.00

Teacher’s Manuals

available separately for each unit    £45.00

please visit www.hoddereducation.com/PYP or speak to your local Hodder 
representative for more information on the Teacher’s manuals.
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mYp by concept

series editor: paul morris
Drive meaningful inquiry using the only MYP resources for years 4 and 5 developed with the IB.

“MYP: Next Chapter has given us an exciting opportunity to completely 
rethink the curriculum through inquiry – The MYP by Concept series takes this 
opportunity as a springboard.” 
paul morris, mYp by concept series editor, and mYp and Diploma programme teacher for 16 years

The MYP by Concept series covers eight subjects at mYp 4 and 5 through iB-endorsed student’s 
Books, plus accompanying digital support via the Dynamic Learning platform*. it provides a totally 
unique concept-driven and assessment-focused approach to the new framework.

plus, turn to pages 8 and 9 for IB Skills, another new series for mYp 4 and 5, from iB publishing in 
cooperation with Hodder education.

Student’s Books
Concept-driven and assessment-focused approaches to teaching and learning, developed 
exclusively with the IB.

•	Approach	each	chapter	with	statements	of	inquiry	framed	by	key	and	related	concepts,	set	in	a	
global context

•	Support	every	aspect	of	assessment	using	tasks	designed	by	experienced	educators

•	Differentiate	and	extend	learning	through	research	projects	and	interdisciplinary	opportunities

•	Apply	global	contexts	in	meaningful	ways	to	offer	MYP	programmes	with	an	internationally	minded	
perspective

By Concept
Throughout the books, the key concepts provide the touchstones for the statements of inquiry 
that frame each chapter. students follow the inquiry questions as they are explored and unpacked 
through the topic. 

Assessment
learning is benchmarked through formative assessment, prompting reflection and improvement 
throughout the topics, and again with a summative task for each assessment criterion. assessment 
is designed with the mYp on-screen and e-portfolio assessments in mind and the books incorporate 
the prescribed content framework. Focus approaches to learning skills are highlighted and then 
evaluated at the end of each topic.

sign up for MYP eUpdates to receive samples and information direct from the authors  
once a month. sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/byconcept.

* please note, the iB has not been involved in developing the Dynamic learning platform  
and accompanying teacher resources and does not endorse their content.
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mYp by concept

Dynamic Learning 
The MYP by Concept student’s Books are fully supported by Dynamic Learning, a complete digital 
solution featuring Teaching and Learning Resources and eTextbooks for teacher and student use. 

You can trial any of the MYP by Concept Dynamic Learning products for 30 days, free of charge. 
Visit www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning to find out more and watch tutorials.

Teaching and Learning Resources
online tools and content for lesson planning, self-marking and assessment. You can use the lesson 
builder tool to plan and deliver outstanding lessons, combining your favourite resources with our 
own including:

•	enrichment	resources

•	unit	planners,	teaching	notes	and	guidance

•	ideas	for	interdisciplinary	units

Whiteboard eTextbooks
online interactive versions of the printed student’s Books that enable you to:

•	display	interactive	pages	to	your	class

•	add	notes	and	highlight	areas

•	add	double	page	spreads	into	lesson	plans	

Whiteboard eTextbooks are fully integrated with the Teaching and Learning Resources, allowing 
you to add pages to your lessons and launch content straight from the page.

Student eTextbooks
Downloadable versions of the printed student’s Books that you can assign to your students for either 
1 or 2 years so they can:

•	download	and	view	on	any	device	or	browser

•	add,	edit	and	synchronise	notes	across	two	devices

•	access	their	personal	copy	on	the	move

each Dynamic learning package includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard 
eTextbook - you can then add any number of student eTextbooks. all resources are also available to 
purchase separately.

 
About the Series Editor
paul morris is Deputy principal / iB coordinator at the international school of london. He has been 
teaching the iB for 16 years and is the author of numerous successful mYp and mYp sciences titles.

 

a complete title listing is available on pages 6 and 7.

also turn to page 8 for iB skills, the new series for mYp from iB publishing 
in cooperation with Hodder education.
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mYp by concept

English Language and Literature for the IB MYP 4 and 5
Gillian ashworth

English Language and Literature for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp 9781471841668 £29.99  october 2015

Dynamic Learning

english language and literature 9781471843037 from £280.00 + VaT november 2015  
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471841675 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access

Mathematics for the IB MYP 4 and 5
Donovan carroll and Gabriel solari

Mathematics for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp  9781471841521 £29.99 october 2015

Dynamic Learning

mathematics  9781471843013 from £280.00 + VaT november 2015 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471841552 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access 

French for the IB MYP 4 and 5
catherine Jouffrey and Rémy lamon

French for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp  9781471841835 £29.99  october 2015

Dynamic Learning

French  9781471843068 from £280.00 + VaT november 2015 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471841859 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access

Spanish for the IB MYP 4 and 5
J. Rafael angel mendoza

Spanish for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp 9781471841880 £29.99  september 2015

Dynamic Learning

spanish  9781471843075 from £280.00 + VaT october 2015 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471841910 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access
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mYp by concept

History for the IB MYP 4 and 5
Jo Thomas and Keely Rogers  
Dynamic learning author: paul Grace

History for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp  9781471841583 £29.99  July 2015

Dynamic Learning 

History  9781471843020 from £280.00 + VaT July 2015 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471841613 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access

Biology for the IB MYP 4 and 5
andrew Davis and patricia Deo

Biology for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp  9781471841705 £29.99  october 2015

Dynamic Learning

Biology  9781471843044 from £280.00 + VaT october 2015 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471841736 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access

Chemistry for the IB MYP 4 and 5
annie Termaat

Chemistry for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp 9781471841767 £29.99  november 2015

Dynamic Learning

chemistry  9781471843051 from £280.00 + VaT December 2015 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471841798 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access

Physics for the IB MYP 4 and 5
paul morris

Physics for the IB MYP 4 and 5

student’s Book 320pp 9781471839337 £29.99  July 2015

Dynamic Learning

physics  9781471843006 from £280.00 + VaT september 2015 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook.

student eTextbook   9781471839375 from £19.99 per student for 1 year’s access
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iB skills

From IB Publishing, in cooperation with Hodder Education
Help students to understand the key and related concepts and build the skills they need to reach 
the highest level of the assessment criteria, with this series of practical, subject-specific guides.

IB Skills covers four subject areas for years 4 and 5 of the mYp through student’s and Teacher’s 
Books. They are ideal for use in subject classes to complement teacher-created material and any 
other textbooks that might be used.

Student’s Books
Help students to develop and apply subject knowledge through the use of activities and authentic, 
real-life tasks.

chapters are divided by key and related concepts, then sub-divided into 3 topics which have 
activities that work on the specific skills and elements in the mYp model 

•	Introduce	students	to	key	and	related	concepts	that	are	relevant	within	and	across 
the subject areas

•	Develop	interdisciplinary	and	disciplinary	skills	that	are	essential	to	the	understanding	 
of both concepts and subject content

•	Help	students	to	understand	key	features	of	the	MYP-global	contexts,	approaches	to 
teaching and learning (aTl), inquiry and reflection

Teacher’s Books
Companions to the Student’s Books to help facilitate a whole-school approach.

•	Provide	definitions	and	explanations	for	key	concepts

•	Include	supporting	activities,	task	guidelines	and	assessment	criteria

 

Turn to page 4 for MYP by Concept, a series of core student’s books and digital support for  
mYp 4 and 5, developed exclusively with the iB.

Language and Literature

student’s Book  256pp  9781910160022  £14.99

Teacher’s Book  144pp  9781910160039  £39.99

Individuals and Societies

student’s Book  248pp  9781906345983  £14.99

Teacher’s Book  208pp  9781906345990  £39.99 

Mathematics: A Practical Guide

student’s Book  224pp  9780992703509  £14.99 

Teacher’s Book  176pp  9780992703516  £39.99 

Sciences: A Practical Guide

student’s Book  256pp  9781910160046  £14.99 april 2015

Teacher’s Book  140pp  9781910160053  £39.99  may 2015
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meet the demands of the 
Diploma programme
With the complete service from Hodder education

Dynamic Learning >> 

a complete online solution that 
supports teachers and students with 
high quality content and unique tools 
to make teaching and learning easier.

Dynamic learning is available for the 
following subjects:

French B and Spanish B  Page 11

Biology, Chemistry and Physics  Page 16

Theory of Knowledge  Page 18

 

IB Review Magazine >> 

Described as “simply the finest all-round magazine for iB students”. 

Gives your students the inspiration and study support required to become 
curious and inquriying learners.

a free sample is available online at www.hoddereducation.com/ibreview

Or turn to page 19 to learn more. 

 

Student’s Books >> 

Written by top international educators, 
our titles are up-to-date with the latest 
guides and provide the support you 
need to help your students succeed 
in their studies and develop as 
internationally minded people.

new titles for the Diploma include:

Mandarin B  Page 11

Access to History  Page 12

Biology, Chemistry and Physics  Page 16
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Literature Guides
series editor: nicola onyett
Designed to challenge your students and improve their grades, these are invaluable study 
companions with exam-specific advice.

each guide covers a popular text and is written by an experienced educator. They provide a range of 
examples and exercises to demonstrate what skills your students need.

•	Demonstrates	how	to	write	about	texts	and	how	to	revise	for	exams	with	dedicated	‘Working	with	
the text’ sections

•	Includes	detailed	scene	summaries	and	sections	on	themes,	characters,	form,	structure,	language	
and contexts 

•	Helps	students	think	more	widely	about	the	text	and	develop	critical	and	analytical	awareness

They also include free online revision support such as a glossary of literary terms and concepts, and 
sample essays at literatureguides.philipallan.co.uk

Literature Guides 

a streetcar named Desire e   96pp  9781444121568  £8.99

Death of a salesman e   96pp 9781444121582  £8.99

Frankenstein e   96pp  9781444116243  £8.99

The French lieutenant’s Woman e   96pp  9781444119855  £8.99

The Great Gatsby e   96pp  9781444116212  £8.99

Jane eyre e   96pp  9781444116250  £8.99

King lear e   96pp  9781444121605  £8.99

othello e   112pp  9781444116229  £8.99

The pardoner’s prologue and Tale e   96pp  9781444121599  £8.99

pride and prejudice e   112pp 9781444116236  £8.99

skirrid Hill e   112pp  9781444121575  £8.99

Translations e   96pp  9781444119862  £8.99

The Wife of Bath e   96pp  9781444119848  £8.99

The Winter’s Tale e   96pp  9781444117929  £8.99

Wuthering Heights e   96pp  9781444116205  £8.99

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.
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French B for the IB Diploma
Jane Byrne, Damian Henderson, sophie Jobson and lauren lechelle

Spanish B for the IB Diploma
mike Thacker and sebastian Bianchi

Mandarin B for the IB Diploma NEW

Yan Burch

Develop confident linguists at both SL and HL levels and ensure maximum language progression 
with skills practice at the right level and activities that mirror IB assessment.

Student’s Books
Build language skills through carefully crafted tasks and grammar practice, whilst also promoting the 
global citizenship and appreciation of other cultures that are at the heart of these Diploma courses.

Grammar and Skills Workbooks
Write-in workbooks that prepare students for their written and oral assessments through essential 
grammar practice and opportunities to develop writing skills.

Dynamic Learning
Dynamic learning is the complete digital solution that makes planning more manageable and 
language learning more targeted.

Spanish B and French B Dynamic Learning feature Teaching and learning Resources and all three 
titles have Whiteboard and student eTextbook editions. see page 20 for more information.

Vocab Express
Vocabulary is also be available online at Vocab express, an interactive learning application. Visit 
www.vocabexpress.com/hodder for more information.

French B

student’s Book e   320pp  9781471804182  £30.00

Grammar and skills Workbook  96pp  9781471833205  £8.99

Spanish B

student’s Book + audio cD e   300pp  9781444146400  £30.00

Grammar and skills Workbook  96pp  9781471804106  £8.99

Mandarin B

student’s Book e   256pp  9781471829093  £30.00

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.

Dynamic Learning

French B Dynamic learning   9781471829550  From £180.00 + VaT 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook, which are also available separately.

spanish B Dynamic learning   9781471829543  From £180.00 + VaT 
This includes Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook, which are also available separately.

mandarin B Whiteboard eTextbook   9781471829130  From £100.00 + VaT

student eTextbooks for each language   From £20.00 per student for 1 year’s access

sign up for a free 30 day trial or subscribe at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning
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individuals and societies

Access to History for the IB Diploma
series editors: andy Dailey and philip Benson
New and updated editions for the latest guide that combine compelling narratives with  
academic rigor.

each title in the series supports a topic in the latest iB History guide, with an authoritative and 
engaging narrative and the widest variety of sources at this level, to help students to develop their 
knowledge and analytical skills. 

•	Reliable,	clear	and	in-depth	content	from	topic	experts	

•	Analysis	of	the	historiography	surrounding	key	debates

•	Dedicated	exam	practice	with	model	answers	and	practice	questions

•	TOK	support	and	Historical	Investigation	questions	to	help	with	all	aspects	of	the	Diploma

Prescribed Subjects

The move to global war e   NEW    9781471839320 £19.99  may 2015

Rights and protest e   NEW   9781471839313  £19.99  august 2015

World History Topics

authoritarian states second edition e   NEW EditioN  9781471839306  £19.99  march 2015

causes and effects of 20th century wars  
second edition e   NEW EditioN    9781471841347  £19.99  may 2015

The cold War: superpower tensions and rivalries  
second edition e   NEW EditioN    9781471839290  £19.99  april 2015

HL Options: History of the Americas

independence movements e    9781444182316  £19.99

United states civil war: causes, course and effects 1840–1877 e   9781444156508  £19.99

emergence of the americas in global affairs 1880–1929 e   9781444182286  £19.99

The mexican Revolution e    9781444182347  £19.99

The Great Depression and the americas e    9781444156539  £19.99

The second World War and the americas 1933–1945  
second edition e   NEW EditioN    9781471841286  £19.99  January 2016

The cold War and the americas 1945–1981  
second edition e   NEW EditioN    9781471841378  £19.99  september 2015

civil rights and social movements in the americas post-1945  
second edition e   NEW EditioN    9781471841316  £19.99  september 2015

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.
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Economics for the IB Diploma
paul Hoang

Revision Guide
Aim for the top marks with this concise and accurate guide to the key topics from renowned IB 
economics author Paul Hoang. 

This Revision Guide will ensure you aim for the best grade with the help of accurate and accessible 
notes, advice, and exam-style questions on each key topic.

•	Builds	revision	skills	through	a	range	of	strategies	and	detailed	advice

•	Covers	all	the	knowledge	with	concise,	clear	explanations	of	all	the	syllabus	requirements	and	
topics

•	Demonstrates	what	is	required	to	get	the	best	grades	with	tips,	sample	questions	and	model	
answers

answers are free online at www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras

Paper 3 Workbook  NEW  
Reinforce and improve your student’s mathematical skills for the Paper 3 exam with this write-in 
workbook, including actual questions from past papers.

•	Presents	the	questions	in	context	of	their	topics	for	better	understanding	of	the	syllabus	
requirements and knowledge

•	Sets	plenty	of	practice	with	exam-style	questions	and	actual	exam	questions,	covering	all	the	
assessment objectives, plus a mock exam at the end of the book consisting of full 25 mark 
questions

Economics for the IB Diploma

Revision Guide e  192pp  9781471807183  £15.99 

paper 3 Workbook e   NEW  96pp 9781471851322 £9.99 

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.

Environmental Systems and Societies for the IB Diploma 
Revision Guide
andrew Davis and Garrett nagle
Aim for the top marks with simple revision strategies for the most complex topics and terms, from 
the IB’s most trusted ESS experts.

•	Builds	revision	skills	through	a	range	of	strategies	and	detailed	advice

•	Covers	all	the	knowledge	with	concise,	clear	explanations	of	all	the	syllabus	requirements	and	
topics

•	Demonstrates	what	is	required	to	get	the	best	grades	with	tips,	sample	questions	and	model	
answers

Environmental Systems and Societies

Revision Guide e   192pp  9781444192681  £15.99

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.
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Access to Geography
Encourages students to focus on highly topical geographical issues through a wealth of 
information and relevant new case study material.

•	Deals	with	key	exam	topics	that	are	often	not	covered	in	detail	in	textbooks

•	Provides	an	opportunity	to	explore	topical	issues

Access to Geography 

arid & semi arid environments  156pp  9780340800324  £14.99

coasts & coastal management  132pp  9780340846384  £14.99

Development  144pp  9780340884874  £14.99

Glacial and periglacial environments  136pp  9780340812471  £14.99

Globalisation  128pp  9780340846377  £14.99

Hazards  128pp  9780340846360  £14.99

migration  128pp 9780340800317  £14.99

population  160pp 9780340886731  £14.99

Rivers & Water management  128pp 9780340846353  £14.99

Rural settlement & Urban impact on The countryside  160pp  9780340800287  £14.99

Urban settlement and land Use  152pp 9780340883457  £14.99

Globalisation
advanced Topic master
Deepen your students’ understanding of this complex geographical topic by exploring key 
questions and debates.

•	Develops	skills	through	short	source-based	tasks	that	appear	in	each	chapter

•	Helps	students	to	identify,	analyse,	interpret	and	evaluate	material

•	Illustrated	throughout	with	full	colour	photographs,	charts,	tables	and	diagrams
        

Globalisation  128pp 9781844896400  £14.99

Contemporary Case Studies
Help your students master more complex geographical topics with these up-to-date case studies 
with introductory frameworks that identify the relevant key concepts.

•	Shows	students	how	to	make	best	use	of	up-to-date	analysis	and	data

•	Will	improve	coursework	and	exam	preparation	through	specially-tailored	exercises

•	Includes	detailed	advice	on	using	the	case	studies	in	the	examination

Contemporary Case Studies

climate change e   128pp  9780340991848  £15.50

Food and Famine e   128pp  9780340991824  £15.50

population & migration 2nd edition e   128pp  9781444119824  £15.50

The energy issue e   128pp  9781444119831 £15.50

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.
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Psychology for the IB Diploma  
Julia Willerton, Jean-marc lawton, simon Green and John Gammon
A comprehensive guide to all the topics, themes and evaluation techniques students need to 
become independent, inquiring and knowledgeable learners.

This textbook provides total support for standard and Higher iB psychology and all aspects of   
the assessment. 

•	Accompanied	by	a	free	website	that	links	teaching	ideas	to	the	features	in	the	book

•	Provides	support	for	methods	and	the	Simple	Experimental	Study

•	Tailored	to	the	IB	requirements

Psychology for the IB Diploma

student’s Book  e  368pp  9781444181166  £30.99 

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.

Psychology: The Science of Mind and Behaviour
seventh edition
Richard Gross
Providing an essential foundation for psychology students, this is a revised and updated version of 
the most trusted introduction written by the bestselling psychology author.

•	Enables	students	to	easily	access	psychological	theories	and	research	with	colourful,	user-friendly	
content and useful features including summaries, critical discussion and research updates

•	Helps	students	to	understand	the	research	process	with	contributions	from	leading	psychologists	
including elizabeth loftus, alex Haslam and David canter

•	Fully	updated	edition,	ensures	students	can	understand	and	evaluate	classic	and	contemporary	
topics, and are up to date with the latest issues and debates

Psychology: The Science of Mind and Behaviour

student’s Book  e  912pp  9781471829734  £34.99  may 2015

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.

Also available from Richard Gross

Themes, issues and Debates in psychology  e  360pp  9781471804076  £29.99

Key studies in psychology  e  416pp  9781444156102  £29.99

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.
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Biology for the IB Diploma 
cJ clegg  
Dynamic learning author: andrew Davis

Chemistry for the IB Diploma 
christopher Talbot, Richard Harwood and christopher coates  
Dynamic learning author: nick lee

Physics for the IB Diploma
John allum and christopher Talbot  
Dynamic learning author: colin cuthbert

Provide clear guidance to the 2014 changes and ensure in-depth study with accessible content, 
directly mapped to the new syllabus and approach to learning.

These second editions of the highly regarded textbooks contain all the sl and Hl content,  
which is clearly identifed throughout. The options are available free online or as part of the  
Teaching and Learning Resources.

•	Improve	exam	performance,	with	plenty	of	questions,	including	past	paper	exam	questions

•	Integrate	Theory	of	Knowledge	into	your	lessons	and	provide	opportunities	for	 
cross-curriculum study

•	Offers	a	concept-based	approach	to	learning	and	includes	all	key	skills	and	experiments.

Dynamic Learning
Dynamic learning is a complete digital solution of interactive resources, assessment and eTextbooks.

each Teaching and Learning Resource allows you to combine your own resources with our content 
including adaptable schemes of work, investigation sheets and questions, technician notes and links 
to practical videos.

all three titles also have Whiteboard and Student eTextbook editions. see page 20 for more 
information.

IB Diploma Science

Biology second edition  560pp  9781471828997  £39.99 

chemistry second edition  656pp  9781471829055  £39.99

physics second edition  600pp  9781471829048  £39.99

Dynamic Learning

These each include a set of Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook, which are all 
available separately.

Biology Dynamic learning   9781471836305  From £280.00 + VaT

chemistry Dynamic learning   9781471836312  From £280.00 + VaT

physics Dynamic learning   9781471833625  From £280.00 + VaT

Student eTextbooks

student eTextbooks From £26.66 per student for 1 year’s access.

sign up for a free 30 day trial or subscribe at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning

sciences
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Mathematical Studies for the IB Diploma 
second edition
Ric pimentel and Terry Wall
This is the most accurately matched textbook available for the latest Mathematical Studies 
Standard Level guide.  

The text covers the syllabus content in the same order, making it easier for you to teach and to 
ensure your students are prepared for their assessment. it retains the accessible style and iB led 
approach of the first edition with end of topic sections highlighting the applications of mathematics, 
as well as  providing ideas for the ia project and links to the Theory of Knowledge.

•	Teach	the	syllabus	with	confidence,	with	content	arranged	in	the	same	order	and	graphic	display	
calculator support integrated throughout

•	Deliver	lessons	that	engage	with	the	IB	philosophy,	with	project	ideas	and	TOK	links	in	every	topic

•	Prepare	your	students	for	assessment	with	past	IB	exam	questions

Free Online Resources
The accompanying free online resources include GeoGebra activities and the personal Tutor 
digital resource which helps reinforce concepts away from the classroom. it provides students of all 
abilities with individual, step-by-step support through specific topics, as though a teacher is working 
alongside them. Worked solutions are also available free online.

Mathematical Studies for the IB Diploma

student’s Book second edition  e  580pp  9781444180176  £33.99

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.

Also available for students taking Cambridge IGCSE® ahead of the IB Diploma.

Cambridge IGCSE® International Mathematics
Ric pimentel and Terry Wall
Cambridge endorsed book offering  complete coverage of the 0607 syllabus and clear,  
step-by-step instructions and illustrations on how to use both Casio and Texas calculators.

•	Follows	the	order	of	the	topics	in	the	syllabus,	providing	full	coverage	of	the	Extended	curriculum

•	Plenty	of	worked	examples	and	questions,	including	student	assessments

•	ICT,	investigative,	and	modelling	tasks	throughout

•	Accompanying	website	includes	powerpoints,		audio-visual	worked	examples,	answers,	an	index	
and a glossary 

Cambridge IGCSE® International Mathematics

student’s Book  e  496pp  9781444112924  £27.99

e  This title is also available as an eBook. Please see the inside back cover for further details.

Dynamic Learning

Whiteboard eTextbook  9781444176308 from £150.00

® IGCSE is the registered trademark of Cambridge International Examinations.

mathematics
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Theory of Knowledge 
Third edition
nicholas alchin and carolyn p. Henly
A coherent and compelling narrative through the latest guide from two of the IB’s most respected 
TOK experts.

Student’s Book
Unlike	other	texts,	this	Student’s	Book	tells	‘a	story’	-	the	journey	for	reliable/certain	knowledge.	It	
begins where the students are (as human knowers in the early 21st century) and then takes them 
through the ideas in a way that makes sense.

•	Guides	students	by	helping	them	examine	the	nature	of	knowledge	and	ways	of	knowing

•		Develops	diverse	and	balanced	arguments	by	raising	questions	in	a	variety	of	contexts

•		Provides	integrated	support	for	assessment

•	Includes	all	the	new	ways	of	knowing	and	areas	of	knowledge

Dynamic Learning
Dynamic learning is the complete digital solution that will inspire truly creative and comprehensive 
ToK lessons.

This includes Teaching and Learning Resources, which provide a lesson builder tool for collating 
your favourite resources with our content and organising them into lessons that can be launched 
from your whiteboard.

it also includes:

•	a	guide	to	teaching	the	course

•	various	TOK	appropriate	classroom	activities

The student’s Book is also available as Whiteboard and student eTexbook versions. please see page 
20 for more information.

Theory of Knowledge

student’s Book Third edition  480pp  9781471804151  £28.50  

Dynamic Learning

Theory of Knowledge   9781471829567 from £180.00 + VaT 
This inclused Teaching and learning Resources and a Whiteboard eTextbook, which are also available separately.

student eTextbook  9781471805585 from £19.00 per student for 1 yea’s access

sign up to our dedicated TOK eUpdates to be the first to receive free samples,  
lesson ideas and more throughout the year.

Theory of Knowledge
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IB Review 
editor: John sprague 
consultant editor: David James
For curious and inquiring students who want to deepen their subject knowledge and broaden their 
perspectives.

IB Review is a student magazine written by top academics and subject experts specifically for  
iB Diploma students.

•	Encourages	the	independent	study	and	critical	thinking	skills	at	the	heart	of	IB	philosophy

•	Supports	the	cross-subject	delivery	of	Theory	of	Knowledge	with	support	applied	to	topical	articles	

•	Embraces	international	mindedness	through	coverage	of	stories	and	topics	from	around	the	world	

•	Prepares	students	for	assessment	with	dedicated	advice	for	their	exams	and	the	skills	required	to	
achieve with their extended essay

There are four issues each year that offer articles and activities that place world events in the context 
of iB Diploma study. These include:

•	feature	articles	for	each	of	each	of	the	subject	groups

•	dedicated	material	for	the	core	requirements,	including	a	regular	TOK	focus

•	student	activities	that	allow	for	further,	independent	study

•	free	online	extras	that	support	the	magazine	content

•	regular	advice	on	exam	preparation	and	getting	the	very	best	from	every	assessment

IB Review: Volume 1 2014/15

institutional subscription from £34.00 for 1 year*

order an institutional subscription and add any number of associated subscriptions from £20.00 each

*2 year subscriptions are also available for print and online archive subscriptions

order online at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ibreview or email subscriptions@bookpoint.co.uk

Philip Allan Review Magazines
There are 14 more subject specific titles to choose from, which expand student knowledge and 
help develop skills for independent learning, as well as providing stimulus material for classroom 
discussion.

•	Stretches	and	challenges	subject	knowledge

•	Encourages	independent	study	and	research

•	Develops	skills	for	higher	education

available titles:

Biological sciences Review  Business Review  chemistry Review  

economic Review   The english Review Geography Review

20th century History Review pe Review  physics Review   

politics Review   psychology Review Religious studies Review 

sociology Review

To subscribe to any of the other philip allan magazines, please visit  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazinesor email subscriptions@bookpoint.co.uk

philip allan Review magazines
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Dynamic Learning is an online subscription solution that supports teachers and 
students with high quality content and unique tools. Dynamic Learning incorporates 
Teaching and Learning Resources, plus Whiteboard and Student eTextbooks that all 
work together to give you the ultimate classroom and homework resource.

Teaching and Learning Resources
Titles include interactive resources, lesson planning tools, self-marking tests and assessment. 
Teachers can:

•	use	the	Lesson	Builder	to	plan	and	deliver	outstanding	lessons

•	upload	their	own	resources	to	use	alongside	ours

•	share	lessons	and	resources	with	students	and	colleagues

•	track	student	progress	with	Tests	and	Assessments.

Whiteboard eTextbooks
online interactive versions of the printed textbook that enable teachers to:

•	display	interactive	pages	to	their	class

•	add	notes	and	highlight	areas

•	add	double	page	spreads	into	lesson	plans

Student eTextbooks
new for 2015, these are downloadable versions of the printed textbook that teachers can  
assign to students for 1 to 3 years so they can:

•	download	and	view	on	any	device	or	browser

•	add,	edit	and	synchronise	notes	across	2	devices

•	access	their	personal	copy	on	the	move

Visit www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning to learn more and trial  
Dynamic learning for up to 30 days.
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Customer Services

Tel: 01235 827827    Fax: 01235 400401    email: education@bookpoint.co.uk

To find your local Hodder education consultant contact Kate Weston at 
our Head office on +44 (0) 207 053 6745 or at kate.weston@hodder.co.uk

Try before you buy

Inspection Copies

inspection copies allow you to review texts for up to  
60 days. if you choose to purchase 15 or more copies  
you may keep this inspection copy free of charge. 

You can also sign up for digital e-inspection copies  
for 30 days at  www.hoddereducation.com. 

Approval Copies

approval copies are for photocopiable and/or high value 
resources and after 60 days must be paid for or returned.

Dynamic Learning Trials

schools and colleges can trial Dynamic learning free  
of charge. 

There are no hidden catches or obligations and you  
will be able to access all the resources associated with 
the title(s) you are trialling. 

We know it’s important that you evaluate any digital 
resource before you buy it, so you can try Teaching 
and learning and our eTextbooks free for 30 days, and 
Question practice free for 14 days.

Visit www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning to 
learn more and trial.

eBooks  e

Titles with this symbol are also available as 
single copy eBooks. These digital versions of 
our textbooks can be read on most devices.

For details of your local ebook supplier please 
email harriet.gatley@hodder.co.uk
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